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A unique feature of triaxial nulei is the possibility of uniform rotation around an
axis whih is out of the three symmetry planes of the mean-eld ellipsoid. This type of
rotation leads to a spontaneous breaking of hiral symmetry whih manifests itself in a
pair of degenerate rotational bands [1℄. Suh hiral partner bands were rst observed in
the A130 region in the odd-odd nulei [2℄. Reently evidene for hirality has also been
reported in the odd-odd
104;106
Rh isotopes [3,4℄. Three perpendiular angular momentum
omponents an, however, also be formed in more omplex systems, for example, in three-
quasipartile ongurations of odd-A nulei. Observation of degenerate rotational bands in
odd-A nulei provides further support for the onept that hirality has a primarily geometri
harater, and hene it is not restrited to odd-odd nulei. The rst evidene for hirality in
a three-quasipartile onguration was reported reently in
135
Nd [5℄. In the present work
we report evidene for a similar type of onguration in
105
Rh in the new A104 region.
High-spin states in
105




C,p3n) reation. A new high-spin band have been observed whih forms a same par-







observed near degeneray and similar eletromagneti properties of the two bands suggest a
hiral nature for the struture. This hiral nature is supported also by omparison with tilted
axis ranking alulations, while other realisti possibilities to explain the harateristis of
the observed partner band struture an be exluded.
105
Rh is the rst nuleus in whih the
hiral nature of the partner band struture is supported also by omparison of the behaviour
of the partner band with the observed -vibrational band.
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